Cooking
Experience
Recipe Tips

BREAD ROLLS

QUICK FRUIT
SORBET

QUICK FRUIT SORBET

FRUIT DREAM

Dietary
Requirements

Tips

Wow Factors

• Add a small amount of
water if sorbet is not
churning effectively.
• Highlight steps along the
way – juice, slushie, sorbet.
• Serve into ThermoServer
to highlight hot/cold
for up to 2 hours.
• Leftovers – freeze into
ice cube trays.

• Raw egg not to
• Icing sugar – cost and time effective.
be used at CE.
Always mill sugar – highlight the benefits.
• Great alternative to commercial
counterparts (time, cost & health benefits).
• Power of motor – crushing 1kg ice.
• Quantity – nearly 1.5L of
fresh sorbet in minutes!
• Ability to reduce or substitute
sugar to taste.
• Show a saved collection or bookmarks
of recipes using similar function.
• Blend mode used (auto increase by
TM6 from speed 4-10). Customer
blend mode goes from 4-8.

Questions
• How much can
you save making
your own sorbet?
• What types of
fruit could you
use in season?
• What would be
your favourite
flavour?
• What other
recipes could
you make using
the automatic
blend mode?

FRUITY DREAM
(3 options depending on dietary requirements)

Tips

Wow Factors

• Strawberries and mango are the best
fruit for a light, well-whipped end result.
• Ensure that fruit has been chopped
into 3-4 cm pieces before freezing.
• Showcase butterfly for
whipping and aerating.
• Some fruits may need additional
blending time to get a smooth result.
• Explain cooked egg option for
those that prefer not to use raw egg
(personal customer preference). At
CEs only use the cooked egg option
to suit all host/ guest needs.
• When cooking the egg, ensure
you scrape the bowl well in
between cooking steps.

• Icing sugar – cost and time
effective. Always mill sugar
– highlight the benefits.
• Creamy, smooth ice
cream substitute.
• Preservative and additive free
(only three ingredients).
You know exactly
what’s going into it.
• Reduce or substitute sugar
– you control what goes in.
• End result of whipping
in TM6 using butterfly
(imagine how pavlova would
turn out and other things
that can be whipped).

Dietary
Requirements
• 3 OPTIONS at CE
• Raw egg not to
be used at CE.
(Cooked egg
Fruity Dream,
Vegan Fruity
Dream with
banana, fruit
ice cream).
• Replace egg
white with
coconut cream.
• Always check for
egg allergies.

Questions
• How much can
you save making
your own fruit
ice cream?
• What type of fruit
could you use
that is in season?
• What would be
your favourite
flavour?
• What other
ingredients
could you whip?

Tips

Wow Factors

• Highlight the ThermoMat.
• Involve guests to shape the rolls
– talk about lunchbox options,
like scrolls, etc. Get customers
to help shape and fold – it will
be fun and will save time!
• Place bread into a cold oven –
dough will rise as oven heats.
• Remember to set a timer!
• Highlight kneading function.
• Bake the rolls touching to create
a rustic pull-apart bread.
• Once baked, bread should
be golden brown and sound
hollow when tapped.
• Demonstrate different
shapes such as knots.

• Mill grains into flour – talk about
the additional nutrients.
• The smell of fresh bread!
• Additive and preservative free.
• Fast kneading. Knead mode
used in Guided Cooking.
• Budget-friendly family
essential – fresh bread for
around $0.25 per roll.
• Show your created collection/
saved bookmarks of other
recipes on the screen of the
TM6 using the knead function.

Dietary
Requirements
• Use a
combination of
buckwheat and
quinoa in place
of wheat grain.
• You can premake and
take a Chia
and Pepita GF
Loaf (The Basic
Cookbook) to
show to guests
who are GF.

Questions
• How many loaves
of bread do you
buy a week?
• How much can you
save by making
your own bread?
• How easy is it
to make your
own bread?
• What other types
of bread could
you make?
• What else could
you make using the
knead function?

CREAMY COCONUT CHICKEN CURRY
WITH CAULIFLOWER RICE

VELOUTÉ ME AL

PIZZ A BIANC A

PIZZA BIANCA

Dietary
Requirements

Tips

Wow Factors

•
•
•
•

• Preservative-free pizza
dough in minutes.
• Budget-friendly – reimagine
Friday night pizza night.
• Chops herbs and
garlic in seconds.
• Show your created collection/
saved bookmarks of other
recipes on the screen of the
TM6 using the knead function.
• Knead mode used in the
guided cooking.

Highlight the ThermoMat.
Sprinkle with salt before baking.
Remember to set a timer!
You can portion out the dough
and freeze it so you have quick
mini pizzas always on hand.

• Omit sugar
if desired.
• Discuss GF pizza
base options.

Questions
• How much do
you spend on
take-away pizza?
• How much could
you save by making
it quickly at home?
• How easy is it
to make your
own pizza?
• What other types
of dough could
you make?
• What other things
could you knead?

VELOUTÉ ME AL (SALMON OR CHICKEN)
Dietary
Requirements

Tips

Wow Factors

• Highlight the Oval
ThermoServer.
• Place chicken onto the
Varoma tray while guest
continues with soup.
• Ensure the leek and potato
quantities are not altered
to avoid a starchy soup and
maintain a velvety texture.
• Highlight the steaming
function and the creativity it
can bring – steam desserts,
breads as well as staples
like meat and vegetables.
• Tarragon can be frozen.

• Velouté means ‘velvet’ in French. • Replace crème frâiche
with sour cream or
Silky smooth soups and sauces.
leave out for DF versions
• Layered cooking entree and
(although this will
main in less than 45 minutes
alter the creaminess
(saving time and money as
of the final result).
well as health benefits)
• Nutritional benefits of steaming. • Experiment at home by
replacing the chicken
• Capacity of Varoma – can really
with large portobello
bulk out meals to feed a crowd
mushrooms or tofu for
or create extra leftovers.
a vegetarian option
• Blend mode used for soup
(you will need to
(TM6 gradually increases the
practise first, as the
speed to blend for you).
steaming times will
need to be adjusted).

Questions
• Who currently
steams their
food? How do
you do that?
• Who has used a
water bath before
in cooking? What
were you cooking?
• For clean eaters –
would this style of
cooking and dish
appeal to you?
• What would it mean
to you in terms of
time saving if you
could cook two
dishes at once?

Tips

Wow Factors

• Increase or omit chilli (or
deseed chilli to reduce
heat), according to
customer preference.
• Chicken thighs retain
their flavour (higher
iron content also).
• If you’re not making the
Beetroot Salad, pause
and show guests the
cauliflower after chopping.

• Tasty family curry meal –
expand everyone’s palates!
• Lots of cost-saving
benefits – almond meal
and tandoori paste.
• Staples in the fridge/freezer
make it so simple to whip up
a tasty, healthy meal rather
than resort to take-away.
• 6 portions – great “feed
a crowd” dish.
• Layered Varoma meal.
• Make your own almond
meal (demonstrate how to
do that before step 1).
• High Temperature mode
(in Guided Cooking) is
used to caramelise onion
and add flavour.

Dietary
Requirements
• For nut-free, replace
almond meal with
arrowroot powder
for a thicker sauce.

Questions
• Chicken is the
#1 globally
searched for
recipe ingredient!
What are your
favourite chicken
and curry dishes?
• Have you seen
our Flavours of
India cookbook?
• Think about this
dish and the
bread we’ve also
made – imagine
the naan bread
you can create!

CUSTARD (RUNNY/NORMAL/HARLEQUIN)

Tips

Wow Factors

• Add different
flavours to the
sugar, e.g. orange
zest or vanilla.
• Serve Harlequin
custard on a white
plate, or layered
up in glasses.
• Adjust the
amount of sugar
to the customer
preference.

• Milling of sugar (no icing sugar
needed at home).
• No lumps or stirring – time saving.
• No custard powder – health
and cost benefits.
• No burning – time and cost saving.
• Easy cleaning.
• Texture of the custard makes it easy to
imagine what sauces are like in the TM6
– think hollandaise, bechamel, etc.
• Share how to make your own
vanilla sugar or vanilla paste (refer
to the recipes on Cookidoo®).

BRAZILIAN CHEESE PUFFS
Dietary
Requirements
• Replace milk
with DF option
of your choice.
• Ensure for
GF option
cornflour is GF.

Questions
• What is in store-bought
custard powder?
• Custard is such a great
way to increase dairy
intake for kids. How
quick and simple was
it to make your own?
• Who makes their own
bechamel sauce on a
stovetop? How would
this process compare?

Tips

Wow Factors

• Grease muffin pan well during
prep – showcase TheMix Shop
accessories, the Rose Gold MiniMuffin tin and the Cupcake Pen.
• Remember to set a timer!
• Batter can be stored in the
fridge for up to one week.
• Substitute Gruyère cheese
with Swiss or cheddar.
• Best eaten warm.

• A quick GF snack – store the
batter and bake as needed.
• Super smooth batter – highlights
how easy it is to make things
like pancakes, pikelets, etc.
• Create a collection/saved
bookmarks on Cookidoo® for other
great GF recipes and/or lunchbox
snacks (on the screen of the TM6).

Dietary
Requirements
• Gruyère can
be replaced
with other
hard cheese
(Parmesan,
Swiss, Cheddar).

Questions
• When exploring
GF health benefits
– what sorts of
snacks are you
currently buying/
making?
• What else do you
currently use
to blend? e.g. a
hand beater or
stick blender

BEEF AND MUSHROOM STROGANOFF

BEETROOT SALAD

BEETROOT SALAD
Tips

Wow Factors

• Cut beetroot into
quarters.
• Avoid over processing.
• Stop and check – show
guests how it looks after
2-3 seconds to show the
power of the blades.

•
•
•
•

Chop and mix at the same time.
A healthy salad made in 3-6 seconds.
No mess.
Power of the TM6– motor and blades
combine to make the magic happen.
• Protects against oxidisation
of ingredients – tastes
better, looks better!
• Show saved collection on-screen of
the TM6 with other salad recipes.
• Saving time and money and you
know what’s going into it – compare
with similar store-bought products.

RISOTTO (MUSHROOM OR VERDE)
Tips

Wow Factors

• Serve in ThermoServer.
• Might get slight “catching”
on the bottom of the bowl. It
should deglaze as you cook
the dish. It is important to
scrape with the spatula exactly
as guided in the recipe.
• Ensure the savoy cabbage is
thinly sliced for better cooking.
• Cut the onions into 4 cm wedges
in order to sauté successfully.

• Great family low carb meal.
• Add more vegies once the
cabbage is wilted.
• Capacity of Varoma – can really
bulk out meals to feed a crowd
or create extra leftovers.
• Release more flavours when using
High Temperature mode for meat.
• Show your own created collections
on the TM6 with other mains
or Varoma favourites. Or ask
guests what their favourites are
and search on Cookidoo®.

Dietary
Requirements
• Also tasty
without the
sour cream as
a DF version.

Questions
• How easy is
it to make a
whole meal?
• Who currently buys
packet meal bases
or sauces? How did
this taste compare?
• Would this be a
dinner winner at
your place? Who
else could do
the cooking?

RISOTTO

Dietary
Requirements
• Replace
coriander with
parsley or mint
if required.

Dietary
Requirements

Tips

Wow Factors

• Rice will look a bit wet –
rest in ThermoServer® for
5 minutes before serving
to absorb and thicken
to correct consistency.
• Highlight usage of
ThermoServer – great
for keeping meals hot
and ready to serve.
• You can add
1 teaspoon ground
porcini mushrooms for
additional flavour – talk
about ‘natural MSG’
(Mushroom Risotto only).

• Wine can be
• Restaurant-quality risotto in
replaced with
under 20 minutes (hands-free).
water and a
• Faster than driving out for take-away.
squeeze of
• Versatile base recipe – add
lemon.
chicken, bacon, peas, spinach
•
For DF options,
or lots of other variations.
replace the
• Extra flavour and authenticity
butter with oil
from browning the onions
and omit the
and toasting the rice.
cheese (this will
• Set and forget cooking.
alter the flavour
of the final
• High Temperature mode (in Guided
result a bit).
Cooking) is used to caramelise
onion and toast rice and oil.

Questions
• How fast was that?
• What other types of salad
do you enjoy and like
to make? (refer to the
salads on Cookidoo®,
such as the Coleslaw
or Broccoli Salad).
• How healthy would you
feel eating this kind
of food every day?
• How does this compare
to salad bar options
(price, nutrition, speed)?

Questions
• Who has stood over
the stovetop stirring
risotto before? How
does this compare?
• Which other flavours of
risotto would you make?
• Which is your favourite?
• What could you do while
the risotto is cooking?
• How much time will
the extra pair of hands
give back to you?

STEAMED BANANA PUDDINGS
WITH HONEY GINGER CRÈME ANGLAISE

SAN CHOY BAU

Dietary
Requirements

Tips

Wow Factors

• Use silicone baking tray
moulds for the puddings.
• The batter is quite thick so it is
best to spoon it into moulds.
• Dark brown sugar gives these
puddings the best colour.
• This is a crème anglaise, a
lighter, flourless, pouring
custard. It is important to follow
cooking times and use full fat
milk for a result like Matt’s.

• Makes 13 puddings plus the custard • Works well with
our basic GF
– great for entertaining or leftovers.
self-raising flour
• All-in-one dish – save
from the Good
time cleaning up!
Food, Gluten
• Give examples of other
Free cookbook.
similar dishes.
• Custard is GF
• Showcase TheMix Shop accessories
and grain free.
with the pudding moulds.
• If the Varoma hasn’t been used
elsewhere in the CE, discuss the
benefits and versatility of using it.
Show your own created collection
of Varoma recipe favourites.

Questions

Tips

Wow Factors

• Have you had
steamed puddings
or cakes before?
• How easy were
they to make?
• What else could
you steam or
use layered
cooking for?

• Mince your own pork – works
best if you use pork loin steaks
and partially freeze for 1 hour
beforehand (host to prepare).
• Prepare the lettuce and other
parts for the dish beforehand
so customers can put the dish
together themselves once ready.
• Follow the order of the
recipe to ensure success of
High Temperature mode.

• Quick, all-in-one, easy.
• Can be GF, is DF, low-carb meal.
• Compare cost to take-away
or restaurants – same result,
better tasting, costs less!
• Talk about the health benefits
of mincing your own mince.
• Showcases versatility of the TM6
– one blade, many functions!
• High Temperature mode (in
Guided Cooking) allows mince to
caramelise and flavours to release.

Dietary
Requirements
• For a GF option,
replace the
soy sauce with
tamari and
ensure you use
a GF brand of
oyster sauce
(always check
the label!).

Questions
• How easy was
this to make?
• Who loves
entertaining?
How great is this
as a hands-on
group meal?
• Who loves these
kinds of flavours?
(Show similar Asian
flavour recipes
on Cookidoo®.)

WONTON SOUP

Dietary
Requirements

Tips

Wow Factors

• Make your own wonton
wrappers if you prefer (find
the recipe on Cookidoo®).
• To bulk it up you can add cooked
rice noodles to the dish.
• Wontons are easier to fold if
the filling is cool. While you’re
preparing the stock this should
allow time for cooling.
• Demonstrate different
wonton folds.
• Ensure you use shiitake or
Swiss brown mushrooms.
• Ask guests to get involved
in forming the dumplings
while you’re waiting for
the broth to cook.

• Simple, quick dish – demonstrates • Vegetarian
and meat
how easy it is to create great
filling options
flavours from simple ingredients.
available.
• Learn a new skill, get
others involved (great for
kids) and have fun!
• You can make and take
your own chilli oil (find the
recipe on Cookidoo®).
• High Temperature mode (in Guided
Cooking) for vegetables to release
flavour and aroma. Hear that sizzle!
• Layered cooking – show your
own created collections on the
TM6 of other layered recipes
or favourite Asian recipes.

Questions
• How fun was it to
create this dish?
Who would love to
help you do that
in your kitchen?
• What other
fillings can you
use instead?
• Who takes leftovers
for lunch?
• What other kinds
of dumplings could
you make? Show
guests the Yum
Cha collection
on Cookidoo®.

KOREAN BARBECUE PORK
WITH RICE SALAD

Dietary
Requirements

Tips

Wow Factors

• Make sure fillet is at least 3 cm
thick (for using the MEATER®+).
• Save time by cooking the fillet
while making the rice salad.
• Get a guest involved by getting
them to set the cooking time
on the MEATER®+ app and have
them be in charge of basting
the meat and letting you (the
Consultant) know when the
meat is done.
• You can replace the pork with
tri-tip (beef cut) – talk about it
with customers.
• For flavour variety, coat the
meat in a spice rub or seasoning
(see spice rub/seasoning options
on Cookidoo).
• The rice must be transferred into
a ThermoServer (or other bowl)
and covered after cooking. The
additional heat provides a few
extra minutes of steaming.
• Be sure to use jasmine rice in
this recipe and rinse it well
before cooking. This will ensure
rice cooks in the time allocated.
Using other types of white rice
will require a few extra minutes
of cooking (please note, the
rice should be a bit ‘al dente’
after cooking).

• Nut free and
• Using the MEATER®+ takes the
dairy free
guesswork out of creating
perfectly cooked meat/results.
• Make it gluten
free by replacing
• Layered cooking (all four layers) the soy sauce
show your created collection/saved
with tamari and
bookmarks of other recipes on the
use glutenscreen of the TM6 using layered
free cornflour
cooking.
(always be sure
• No need to wait for the pork to
to check the
marinate – simply coat, then baste
labels!).
while cooking. All the flavour, none
of the waiting!
• Great mid-week meal – done in 40
minutes or less.
• Making the omelette on the
Varoma dish – be sure to talk
about the benefits of making
an omelette this way and refer
to other existing omelette
recipes that use this method
(save the recipes to your created
collection/saved bookmarks
on Cookidoo before the CE).

Questions
• How easy it is to
make a whole meal
at once?
• What other layered
dishes would you
make?
• Who currently buys
packet sauces/
flavour bases? How
does this compare?
• You can have one
person cooking
on the barbecue
while someone else
makes the salad –
how will you share
the cooking in your
household?

T H E P E R F E C T S T E A K ( U S I N G T H E M E A T E R®+)
Dietary
Tips
Wow Factors
Requirements
• Let your host know that we
recommend using either
Porterhouse, eye fillet or rump
steak. Alternatively, they can talk
to their butcher about preferred
cuts of meat.

• The MEATER + takes the guess
work out of cooking the perfect
steak. Cook it just the way you
like without having to worry if it’s
overdone or underdone because
the MEATER®+ app will guide you.
®

• Meat should be at least 3 cm thick
(to ensure the MEATER®+ works
optimally)and we suggest 100 g
meat per person (no less
than 50 g).

• Gluten free, dairy
free, egg free,
nut free.

• What other types of
meat can you use
with a MEATER®+?

• Look for cuts of
meat that are
organic, hormone
free and/or
sustainably
farmed if possible
(note: this may
affect the cost).

• What do you think
is the best part of
“smart cooking”
with a MEATER®+?

• Insert the MEATER®+ into the
thickest part of the steak, select
the type of meat you are cooking
on the MEATER®+ app and follow
the set-up instructions.

GARLIC AND HERB BUTTER
Tips

Wow Factors

• Use any herbs of choice.

• Budget friendly. Grow herbs in
your garden? Use what you have on
hand to create a variety of flavours.

• Roll the butter into a sausage
shape to make butter rounds or
form it into a rectangle shape to
store in the refrigerator or freezer.

Dietary
Requirements
• Gluten free, egg
free, nut free.

• Chop herbs and garlic in seconds
so you’ll have preservative-free
butter in just a couple of minutes!

• The fresher the cream, the longer
it will take for the liquids and solids • No need to wash out the bowl,
make the butter with garlic
to separate. Cream closer to the
and herbs already in there.
expiry date will separate faster.
• Use the leftover buttermilk to
make the bread rolls. Simply
replace some of the water with the
buttermilk. No waste!

• Show your created collection/
saved bookmarks of other
flavoured butters (including salted
butter and spreadable butter).

• For butter to stay fresher for
longer, wash it a second time with
500 g chilled water.

• Flavoured butter (from
gourmet grocers) can be
expensive – but it’s much less
expensive to make your own.

RED CAPSICUM AND PAPRIK A HOLLANDAISE SAUCE
Dietary
Tips
Wow Factors
Requirements
• Use good quality butter.
• Add lemon juice instead of
orange juice.
• Make sure the bowl base is
thoroughly cleaned.
• Serve into a ThermoServer to
highlight how the sauce stays hot
for up to 2 hours.

Questions

• This classic French emulsion is
• Gluten free and
supposed to be tricky to make but
nut free.
if you make Hollandaise sauce with
the Thicken mode, it’s foolproof for
the perfect consistency every time.
• As the Thicken mode controls the
heat, the sauce will not curdle or split.
• Everything goes into the bowl, fewer
dishes used means less cleaning up!
• Quick, easy, walkaway sauce,
without no stirring – it’s a time saver.
• This full of flavour sauce is punchy and
different, plus the beautiful colour
takes the Hollandaise to a new level.
• It's the perfect sauce to whip up a
super quick pasta dish.

• What’s your
favourite way to
season a steak? Do
you prefer a spice
rub or marinade? Or
simply a sprinkling of
salt and pepper?

Questions
• Have you ever made
butter? Did you
know it was this
fast and easy?
• What other flavours
could you make?
• How else can you
use it? Spread it
on a baguette to
make garlic bread to
accompany pasta,
spread on pizza
dough to make
scrolls, etc.

Questions
• How easy is it to
make your own
sauce?
• What else could
you use the Thicken
mode for?

THE PERFECT STEAK
( U S I N G T H E M E A T E R®+ )
WITH GARLIC AND HERB
BUTTER OR WITH RED
CAPSICUM AND PAPRIK A
HOLLANDAISE SAUCE

Tips

Wow Factors

Questions

• Always put on at the end of the last CE dish.
• Time can vary from 1-5 minutes, depending
on how dirty the TM6 judges the bowl to be.
• Use a maximum of 1000 g water, plus 50 g
vinegar or a small drop of dishwashing liquid.
• Remember to use the measuring cup.

• TM6 does the majority of
the cleaning for you.
• The pre-clean function loosens
food stuck to the bowl or blades;
you will still need to clean the
mixing bowl properly after use.

• What else can you be
doing with this time?
• You don’t have piles
of pots and pans to
clean, just the TM6.
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